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This whole phenomenon rests on Afro-Mohammedan racism and religionism, and its most rampant 
representative descends not from the "field niggers" and not from the "house niggers" but from the family 
that owns the house.  It's a trifecta:  Ivy League Afro-Mohammedan Imperialism.

Very potent disease vector.
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"Big shots" in the "libertarian" glitterati say the “birth issue” is a non-starter and to drop it (e.g., Glenn 
Reynolds).  I've always felt they say this not because nothing is there but because they estimate it is too 
well sequestered to make effort to retrieve it worthwhile.  If that is the case, it is because the same 
lawyers and judges who sequester their own records, as a conspiracy, BTW, sequester records that 
could deflect their political agendas or harm their professional or personal lives.

Clergy certainly do this regarding their despicable, duplicitous practices, beliefs and lives -- i.e., 
conspire to hide them on one another's behalf  -- and lawyers/judges have even more opportunity for the 
same dishonesty.
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http://sayanythingblog.com/entry/is_michelle_obama_a_birther/
http://blogs.suntimes.com/sweet/2008/03/sweet_obama_did_hold_the_title.html
http://jdlong.wordpress.com/2009/05/15/pres-barack-obama-editor-of-the-Harvard-law-review-%2520has-no-law-license/
http://www.renewamerica.com/columns/swirsky/100328
http://www.economicnoise.com/2010/04/01/the-biggest-hustle-in-human-history/


Anyhow, I have never considered the country of birth and citizenship issue not-relevant or even not 
discoverable, just as I have not the assassination of the Kennedy brothers, Sam Giancanna and Jimmy 
Hoffa.  All of those people were and the "Os" are hustler criminals with wide networks for covering 
support.  The known bad things they do are not singular events, one-off failings, they are elements of 
patterns of impure desires and corrupt practices that extend to the personality's origin.

It's women who are going to bring down the "Os," as Jackie did John and Ethel Bobby.
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